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ABSTRACT
Design factors such as design objects establishment, analysis, synthesis, production, test and evaluation should be educated in a systematic way. Also design ability to reflect practical restrictive conditions such as industrial standards, economic feasibility, environmental impact, aesthetics, safety and reliability, ethical impacts and social impacts should be cultivated. In this paper, we explain the meaning of these terms and propose a systematic engineering design education framework satisfying Korean engineering education accreditation criteria. We also present a simple implementation in information network engineering.
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I. Introduction

Since Washington Accord had been introduced in Korea in 2001, 616 programs (EAC : 544, CAC : 51, TAC : 35) of 95 universities have been accredited by 2012 [1]. Engineering design education is one of important components such as program outcomes, continuous quality improvement (CQI), quality assurance (QA) in engineering education criteria (EAC2005) of ABEEK. According to EAC2005 [2], students must acquire 18 credit points in design subjects. Basic engineering design in lower grade and capstone design in higher grade is requisite. Design factors such as design objects establishment, synthesis, analysis, production, test and evaluation should be educated in a systematic way. Also design abilities, reflecting practical restrictive conditions such as industrial standards, economic feasibility, environmental impact, aesthetics, safety and reliability, ethical impacts and social impacts should be cultivated. Hereafter we refer the design factors and the practical restrictive conditions as ‘design education factors’. As far as engineering design education, no systematic education framework harmonizing the design education factors in the whole program aspect has been proposed in Korea.

In this paper, we explain general meaning of each design education factors, point out the problems in engineering education framework in Korea and propose a systematic engineering design education framework to meet Korean engineering education accreditation criteria.

II. Design Process


General design development process can be divides into 8 steps.

1) Design initiative stage – It begins with the question of “What kind of design product do we want to develop?” Initiative can be come from designer, company or customer.
2) Design identification stage – check the validity of design object selected in design initiative stage. Thoroughly identify all expected problems related with development.
3) Design research – carry out research on all problems identified in design identification stage. In this case, designer gathers all possible information and materials and investigates the expected consumer reaction.
4) Design analysis – systematically categorize and do
analysis on all materials collected in design research stage. Especially, it is very important intensively analyzing the requirements to meet the characteristics of design object. Design (appearance) analysis, technology analysis and sales analysis should be carried out.

5) **Design synthesis** – synthesize the result of design analysis. Systematically classify and systematize the analyzed material. To smoothly carry out this mission, get involve not only experts for the design object also experts from neighboring division.

6) **Design evaluation** – based on synthesized materials, do a final evaluation for the design objects. Do an extensive evaluation of broadly selected design objects in design initiative stage. At this time, relative evaluation among multiple objects or absolute evaluation for one object can happen. Because this stage is final to decide if the object is to be developed, it is very important.

7) **Design development** – This stage is a core in design deploying process. Through design initiative stage to design evaluation stage, object is finally decided to be developed. Now it is time to develop the design object. Even though most of the design development deploying process, say from stage 1 to stage 6, was carried out by objective factors, designer’s subjective ability have a significant effect on development stage. As according to designer’s sense, preference and philosophy various products can be created, designer’s gift and ability become very important factors.

8) **Design communication** – deliver the product to the customers. Producers, customers, and designers communicate each other by empathy via design object. In design communication stage designers should prove that the product he developed does not breach social and moral norm or environmental aspect.

2. **Engineering Design Process [4]**

Design process can be varied according to design company, manufacturing factory and person. But design is basically a creative problem solving process by decision-making and communication. So we can drive a similar process commonly applicable to all kinds of design process.

A common engineering design process is presented in Fig. 1.

In this figure, engineering process is composed of 12 steps and can be grouped into 8 processing stages.

- **Design problem analysis stage** (Step 1 to Step 5) – at the end of this process, we can get design documents regarding design problem analysis and description.
- **Planning stage** (Step 6) – project plan and design proposal can be drawn out as outputs at this stage.
- **Conceptual or system design stage** (Step 7) – sketches or documents describing design concept can be drawn out as outputs at this stage.
- **Parameter level design stage** (Step 8) – design processing report which includes summaries of a series of decisions on design which including assembly drawings and technical specification can be drawn out as outputs at this stage.
- **Detail or tolerance level design stage** (Step 9) – documents for the production including detail design drawings, detail specification and tolerance level can be drawn out as outputs at this stage.
- **Test stage** (Step 10) – documents for prototype or production model test plan and test results as outputs at this stage.
- **Design review and assessment stage** (Stage 11) – this stage should be processed after step 7, 8, and 9 and
design evaluation report can be drawn out as outputs.

- **Refinement and improvement stage** (Stage 12) – a repetitive design improvement job is carried this stage and final design project report can be drawn as output.

### III. Interpretation of Design Education Factors

#### 1. Design Factors

In this section we briefly describe the meaning of design factors: design objects establishment, analysis, synthesis, production and test and evaluation.

- **Design objects establishment** – things or facts that should be considered in this stage include identifying customer’s needs and design product specification. QFD (quality function deployment) is useful in this stage [5]. QDF is composed of 4 steps – item plan, component deployment or component factor plan, process plan and production plan.

- **Analysis** – activities for design analysis includes preliminary analysis (technological and economical feasibility), sketch modeling, CAE (computer aid engineering) and economics analysis.

- **Synthesis** – investigate required technologies to meet design object and make design drawing. At this stage, combining ideas, materials, or technologies can be carried. Also some design work can be carried out such as concept design, detail design and product design. In terms of detail design, component shape, material and manufacturing methods can be decided. Real production drawing can be provided. Use prototype or CAD to check operational status, assembly status, shape, dimensions and product design.

- **Production** – Mock-up production and prototype production. Mock-up is a scale or full-size model of a design or device, used for teaching, demonstration, design evaluation, promotion and other purposes. Refer [6] for application in automotive devices, system engineering, consumer goods, furniture and cabinetry and software engineering.

- **Test & Evaluation** – mockup evaluation, prototype performance test, evaluate satisfaction of test requirements, durability and safety test, performance measurement and analysis.

#### 2. Practical Restrictive Conditions

In this section we briefly describe the meaning of practical restrictive conditions, industrial standards, economic feasibility, environmental impacts, aesthetics, safety and reliability, ethical impacts and social impacts.

- **Industrial standards** – Designers should identify the existence of industrial standard to conform and consider using standard components to reduce the price and enhance the productivity.

- **Economic feasibility** – perform market analysis and evaluate of the cost of the products. Also a cost for royalty, patent fee, copyright charge, etc.

- **Environmental impacts** – The environment in which the products are used is very important factor to be considered in engineering design. There are two aspects to be considered when assessing environmental effect. Environment should be protected from the effect of a product and, on the other hand, a product also must be protected from the environment. Therefore design can be changed according to the environment where it will operate and environmental factor can be affected by the design [7]. Designers should consider these problems before the design strategy have been established.

- **Aesthetics** – An object of aesthetics is material, function and structure. Facts that affect the appearance of products are visual balance, rhythm (order), proportion, line and plane and joint.

- **Safety and reliability** – The problems about security of users. Does the product have excellent precision, durability and robustness? Does the software products have countermeasure against error or hacking?

- **Ethical impacts** – In design and production stage, we must be aware of professional liability and ethical responsibility. Also consider the effect of the applied technology in terms of protection or violation of intellectual property rights. As an example of ethical
impact of iPod on society, refer to [8].

- **Social impacts** – The design output must be obey social regulation and law. Should consider the effect of the product on society. Also design output should be in accord with social and political environmental changes.

### IV. A Proposal of Engineering Design Education Framework

1. Problems in Design Education Framework

To meet ABEEK requirements, most universities in Korea which deployed the ABEEK system have their own engineering design education framework. But in the way of implementing the design education factors, it is very poor. Some of design education factors are just allocated for each subject with no concrete descriptions. In this situation a lecture can implement the factors in an arbitrary ways, and they will not be harmonized with other items in the whole program aspect. So it is needed to define concretely the factors for subjects and fine-tune the allocated design education factors among subjects in perspective.

2. An Enhanced Engineering Design Education Framework

In this paper, we propose a systematic engineering design education framework and present some implementations in information network engineering. Before showing an instance of the framework, we define a subject–design education factor matrix. The subject–design education factor matrix have the name of design factors in the first raw of the matrix and the name of course subjects in the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design factors for each subject</th>
<th>Network Fundamental</th>
<th>Analysis</th>
<th>Synthesis</th>
<th>Production</th>
<th>Test &amp; Evaluation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Design objects</td>
<td>Establishment</td>
<td>Use network analysis tools to analyze the network operation</td>
<td>Build a simple network with server, router and switch</td>
<td>Configure an IP address on the router</td>
<td>~</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subnet</td>
<td>RJ-45 Cabling standard</td>
<td>~</td>
<td></td>
<td>~</td>
<td>~</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Routing protocols</td>
<td>Setup network routing protocol</td>
<td>Routing table analysis</td>
<td>Use more than 2 routing schemes in the network</td>
<td>Configure the routing protocols and other miscellaneous things</td>
<td>Check the contents the routing or topology table if the expected network entries are exists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switching Technology</td>
<td>Design VLAN and implement</td>
<td>VLAN database &amp; topology analysis</td>
<td>~</td>
<td>~</td>
<td>Switch network test and evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAN Technology</td>
<td>~</td>
<td>WAN Tech + Security</td>
<td>Configure WAN protocol</td>
<td>PPP and Frame relay network test</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Practical restrictive conditions for each subject</th>
<th>Industrial standard</th>
<th>Economic feasibility</th>
<th>Environmental impacts</th>
<th>Aesthetics</th>
<th>Safety and reliability</th>
<th>Ethical impacts</th>
<th>Social impacts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Network Fundamental</td>
<td>RJ-45 Cabling standard</td>
<td>~</td>
<td>Discuss the impact of cables when they became worthless</td>
<td>Arrange cable runs neatly</td>
<td>~</td>
<td>Ethical attitude of network user and administrator</td>
<td>Think about how the network affect our life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Routing Protocols</td>
<td>~</td>
<td>Choose suitable routers for a given requirement</td>
<td>~</td>
<td>Arrange network devices neatly</td>
<td>Provide alternative path</td>
<td>Setup routing security to protect routing attacks</td>
<td>Think about the influence of the network in the social aspect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switching Technology</td>
<td>Identify open switching technology</td>
<td>Choose suitable switches for a given requirement</td>
<td>Power consumption of network device</td>
<td>Arrange network devices neatly</td>
<td>Provide redundancy in switching path</td>
<td>~</td>
<td>Think about pros and cons of IT technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAN Technology</td>
<td>Identify open WAN technology</td>
<td>Choose suitable WAN tech for a given requirement</td>
<td>Power consumption of network device</td>
<td>~</td>
<td>Protect well-known hacking attacks</td>
<td>Setup WAN security to protect WAN link</td>
<td>~</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
first column. In a cell of the matrix, we describe the scope or content of the corresponding design education factor for the subject.

Now we describe the organizing process of the design education framework into 3 steps:

- Step 1 – Choose some adequate design education factors for each subject and keep balance in the matrix in terms of selecting the factors.
- Step 2 – describe the scope or content of the selected design education factors.
- Step 3 – Fine-tune the allocated design education factor among subjects in perspective.

Table 1 and 2 in the appendix shows an implementation instance of the framework in information network engineering.

IV. Conclusion

In the implantation of engineering design education, a framework should be well-organized so that the design factors are educated in a systematic way and design ability is well cultivated. For a well-organized framework, a design education factor of one subject must be well harmonized with the same factor of the other subjects in the whole program aspect and design education factors must keep balance in the subject-design education factor matrix in terms of selecting the factors.

In this paper, we pointed out problems in engineering design education framework of the most of the Korean university. Also we proposed a subject-design education factor matrix and a procedure to build a well-organized design education frame. We present a simple implementation in information network engineering.
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